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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

PlIIION SEIS
AI
Lauderdale B o y s U n d e f e a t e d ;
Hoerger Sisters Win
For Miami Beach
LOCAL B O Y S E X C E L
Rollins S t u d e n t s Give D i v i n g
Exhibitions
By RACHEL HARRIS
Saturday classes were shortened
so that everyone could watch some
of Florida's finest swimmers and
divers perform in the nineteenth
annual state high school swimming
meet which is held every spring
on the Rollins swimming course.
The meet got off to a good start
at nine o'clock. In the first events
the girls divided the points fairly
evenly among the Palm B e a c h
swimmers, the Hoerger sisters,
Dorothy Rawls, and June Beem, a
first year swimmer from Tampa.
Local talent came to the fore when
Reedy Talton of Winter Park tied
for second place with Hill of Ft.
Lauderdale in the 50 yard dash,
when Cecil Butt of Orlando took a
second to the already famous Patton's record breaking 880, whp"
Paul Harris of Winter Park missed breaking the 100 yard backstroke record by seven-tenths of a
second, but got a gold medal for his
work, and when his twin John took
second place in the 100 yard free
style.

Rollins Netters Tie
Emory and Henry in
Pinal Game of Year

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1938

ROLLINS SIUDENIS
DEMAND PEACE

Darkness called a halt Monday
to a tennis match between Eollins
and Emory and Henry with the
teams deadlocked at 3 1-2 to 3 Open L e t t e r Sent to FDR
Denouncing War
1-2.
In the final doubles which saw
Bingham and Gardner of Rollins
SOAP BOX SPEECHES
opposing Estes and Kuhn of E and
H, both teams had one set and
With much blowing of sirens and
were fighting it out for the de- tooting of horns the students of
ciding set when they were forced Rollins gathered to observe a peace
to quit because of darkness, the rally on the Horse Shoe last Wedscore of the third set being H to nesday morning. When there had
11. It was the last encounter of been enough noise made to let
the year for the Tar netters.
everyone on the North American
The summary: Singles: Vogel continent know that Rollins was up
(R) defeated Tucker, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1; to something again, Matt. Ely too'
Mehdevi (R) defeated Craig, 6-2, his place on a nearby soap-bu
2-6, 6-4; Estes (E&H) defeated After a short introductory spectli
Gardner, 6-4, 6-4; Camp (R) de- explaining the national-wide stufeated Kuhn 6-3, 1-6, 6-4; Naff dent observance of peace day, How(E&H) defeated Bingham, 0-6, 7-6, ard Lyman gave news of the Stu6-1.
dent Congress. Mr. Lyman, with
Doubles: Tucker and Craig Robert Lado, attended this Con(E&H) defeated Mehdevi and gress in Topeka, Kansas. After
Camp, 6-2, 6-3; Gardner and Bing- this Lynn Barrett warned against
ham (R) tied Estes and Kuhn 4-6, the present drift towards war.
6-3, 11-11.
Professor France then mounted the
box to tell his story of "Onward
Christian Soldiers", about youth in
war and peace programs.

PIERCE DIRECTS
STIMTPLAY

New Dramatics Prof

DRIVE IS OVER

HcpOPffSV '^fiif.ey

HOWARD DAILEY IS
NEW DRAMA HEAD

North Carolina Prof Accepts
Following this Frances Daniel
Rollins Position

answered the question

that

had

probably arisen in the minds of
Titled "The Passing of the most of those present, what can we TO WORK WITH ALLEN
Third Floor Back
as individuals do about all this.
Miss Daniel urged all to write to

Howard Bailey, assistant direc

IS JLAST PLAY OF YEAK our congressmen when questions tor and business manager of the

of war and peace are raised in Con- Carolina Playmakers at the Un:
"The Passing of the Third Floor gress. These letters, we were told, versity of North Carolina, has at
do
influence the policies of our gov- cepted an appointment to the Ro!
Back" by Jerome K. Jerome, a
lins College faculty for next year
character play made famous by the ernment.
as assistant professor of dramatgreat English actor Forbes-RobTo prove the Peace Society's ic art, it was announced today,
ertson, -will be presented in the An- faith in this argument, Marita
nie Russell Theatre May 13-14 by Stueve arose and read us a letter He was formerly state director
the Rollins Student Players under that was sent to the President of for the Federal Theatre Project in
the direction of Professor Harry the United States, It reads as fol- North Carolina.
The highlight of the morning Raymond Pierce.
At Rollins, Mr. Bailey will be
lows;
was the swimming and diving exassociated with Donald S, Allen,
The play itself might be conhibition that followed the first sidered "an idle fancy", but the An Open Letter to the President
director of student dramatics and
races. The three diminutive Fair- theme or purpose is brought out by of the United States.
assistant professor of dramatic art.
brother sisters from Miami dem- the thought expressed in this one
We, the students of Rollins Cc
Mr. Bailey, who is a native of
onstrated the evolution of swim- line, "I will seek thy good".
lege, are profoundly shocked and Nashville, Tenn,, attended Birming, followed by Rachel Harris
There is a prologue, a play, and distressed by current happenings. mingham-Southern for two years,
with a short diving performance, I epilogue, with the following We hear statements in high places and the University of North Caroconsisting of the four required characters: "A satyr, a coward, a that the American people musft lina for three years, receiving his
dives. The Fairbrothers, Skippy, bully, a shrew, a hussy, a rogue, a maintain their rights in all parts A. B. degree from North Carolina
Pat, and Jim, then g a v e a
a cat; a snob; a c h e a t of the world, no matter what dis- in 1930. As a student at Chapel
diving
performance,
executing and a passer-by."
orders may exist in remote lands. Hill, he was a member of the staff
with perfect grace and skill such
In a recent To us this sounds like a threat, a of the Carolina Playmakers unde:
difficult dives as the back dive,
Professor Frederick H. Koch, di
mteiview con- premonition of battle.
cutaway one and a half and a
cemmg these
If war comes, we are the young rector, and assisted with thf
front one and a half in a pike poc h a r a c t e r s , men who will be ordered to die in courses in acting, play production,
sition. Exhibiting with them was
P r o f . Pierce the mud of foreign fields, to hang and theatre management. During
12-year-old Jack Calhoun of Ft.
said "It would on barbed wire, and to have our this period he made all the tours
Lauderdale, who caused the audiperhaps be un- lungs eaten out by poison gas. We of *the Playmakers over Eastern
ence to gasp when he did a perfair to the stu- are the young women who will be United States, playing many leadfect one and a half with a half
dents to say conscripted for war work, and who ing roles and assisting in the ditwist, a dive that has baffled many
that
t h e y will spend our lives as embittered rection and production of the
an older diver.
weie selected spinsters, lonely widows, and moth- Playmakers' plays.
to play these ers of fatherless children. Perhaps
In spite of the beautiful diving i
He is a former director of the
paits for any it is a bit selfish on our part, but Bessemer, Ala., Little Theatre and
done by these youngsters there
PIERCE
personal char- we do not want this fate.
came a shout from the shore that
of the Little Theatre of the City of
there were still better divers
a c t e r i s t ies
We recall the words of one presi- East Orange, N. J. This year, at
crowd. It seems that three young they seemed to possess, but rath- dent who was elected to keep us out North Carolina University, he has
fellows from down on Lakt
er, that each and every one in the of war. That president took our been teaching courses in stage
chobee somewhere had come up to cast can vividly portray the above fathers into a foreign conflict. He speech in the University dramatic
show what they could do. Though mentioned types so that there will said then that it was a war to art department, assisting Profestheir swimming apparel was slight- be no doubt left in the minds of m^ake the world safe for democracy. sor Koch in his course on Shakesly out of the ordinary they were the audience as to which one is Later he said, "Of course we all peare, and supervising and adminunabashed, and performed with the 'snob', the 'hussy', or t h e know that this was a commercial istering experimental productions
great gusto as well as great 'shrew'."
He said that it was a war of the Carolina Playmakers.
splashes. They did not disclose
"The Stranger" who comes to to end war, yet today two great
their identity to the public, but the boarding house in quest of j wars are going on. There is less
during a private interview they a room at Bloomsbury Place, Lon- democracy in the world than there
gave their names as Baldy Swan, don, is given the only vacant room was before the days of Pershing's
Skinny Makemson, and Everett "on the—just above the second Crusaders.
Leedy. They outdid the little Fair- floor."
Frankly, Mr. President, we are
brother sisters with such dives as
"The Stranger'", a mythical
a side-winding back split, the cork- character, perhaps could be term- disillusioned. We know that peace
does
not come by force. Talk of
The first Intramural Horse Show
screw, the Winter Park special, ed "one's better self"—a slightly
using democratic armies to destroy
as held Saturday, April 30 at the
and the fountain dive.
stooping figure, what age it would dictatorships may impress aged Orlando Country Club. The KapThe swimming meet continued be difficult to say. There are mo- super-patriots, it leaves us cold. pas, Phi Pis, Alpha Phis, Thetas,
with the concluding events of the ments when his deep-set eyes seem It reminds us too vividly of 1916.
Independents and the Gamma Phis
morning: the girls' 440 yard relay, to speak of many sorrows. In some
Today we are unconvinced that entered teams. The Independents
girls' diving, and the boys' medley mysterious way he brings into the independence, national honor, or
the meet with a total of 49
relay. The girls' relay was easily room with him an atmosphere of vital interests requii"e the pouring points, the Gamma Phis were secwon by the Miami Beach swim- dignity, yet there is nothing im- out of our lives in defense of dol- ond with 30 points and the Thetas
mers, with the Winter Park girls portant about this stranger.
lars that have sought profit in and the Phi Pis tied for third with
coming in fourth. Mary Hoerger,
"The Time of the play is about far-away lands. We know that 29 points.
who was the womens' national 3 1889 in the days when heavy three- America has no mandate to police
The first event in Horsemanship
meter board champion in 1935 won branched gaseliers hung from the the world. We know that we could
as won by Marion Galbraith, Betthe diving contest. She executed ceilings—and when candles were not police the world, even if we
ty Myers placed second, Barbara
her dives almost perfectly, holding in use and a "fan light" surmount- were minded to do so. We believe
Babb placing third and Marcia
the spectators spellbound as she ed the front door; and beyond, the in justice for all mankind, but we
Stoddard placing fourth. The
performed. The 330 yard medley ever-misty square, leafless in win- believe that justice begins at home.
next event was the Musical Chairs
relay was indeed a breath taking ter dreariness".
We view without enthusiasm plans
ce which was won by Doris Hesrace. The Winter Park boys startIt is a Friday afternoon in No- for protecting the Chinese or any
r. Marion Galbraith placed seced off well with Paul Harris lead- vember.
The housekeeper, Mrs. other alien people, until we have
d and Barbara Babb took third
ing the field with his beautiful Sharp, says: "The tricks and the first set our own house in order.
place.
backstoke to give Robert Wyckoff dodges they are up to! It is like We doubt our ability to settle the
The
next race was the Potato
a lead. John Patton and Steve living in a den of lions."
affairs of others, when we cannot Polo which the Gamma Phis capCoith, last year's breast stroke
The "slatternly young person" solve the p-roblems of poverty, unchamp from Bolles, were too much carrying a tray laden with tea employment, prejudice, and crime tured first honors, the Independnts placed second and the Kappas
for him, however, and he lost his things replies: "It's a rummy in our own land.
third. Following this the Balloon
lead. John Harris tried his best world—got to be doing somebody
was won by Doris Hesser,
It was the only boast of John
to make it up and came up from
being done from the time you Adams that in spite of strong proIon Galbraith took second
fourth to second place. He nearup in the morning until yer
ly lost it though when he forgot goes to bed at night. And when yer vocation ^e kept the peace with place and Augusta Yust placed
that his lap was 110 yard long o fall asleep, it's to dream you've F'rance in 1800, Grover Cleveland ; third.
and stopped at the 100 yard line. forgotten to bolt yer door.—By the earned the gratitude of the Ameri- I Riding for the Independents were
He realized his mistake and reach- by, what yer going to do about can people by declaring, "There j Harriet Young, Doris Hesser, Mawill be no war with Spain so long rion Galbraith and Alyce Bashford.'
(Continued on page 3)
, that third floor back?"
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)

Independents Win In
First Annual IntraMural Horse Show

NUMBER 28

(Complete Campus Coyerage)

Ollege Rally Opens
Drive for Student
Union BIdg. Fund
The student rally, which started the drive for the student union

Solicitation WiU C o n t i n u e
building fund, was held in RecreaFor College
LEADERS SEE SUCCESS

EDrrOKIALS
What Leisure Tirae?
Why Worry?
Council Elections

tion Hall, Thursday evening, April
28, at 7:30 o'clock. The rally was
in charge of Bill Scheu.

Encouraged by the enthusiastic
1 espouse from the students at the The program consisted of several
Rally Thursday night, the Solicita- songs by the "Warbling Waiters'",
tion Committee for the Student three stunts put on by the quesUnion building started their cam- tion marks, who were Davitt Felaign Friday morning. What the der, Mortimer Lichtenstein, and
mmittee was working for and Jeff Liberman. A "meler dramer"
M)ing for was a majority vote to in which the villain comes to take
P'cd them on their way with the the beautiful daughter, was dramai\e—and they got it. So far as tized with the aid of rotten toapparent, the whole idea has matoes, oranges and hisses from
been accepted one hundred percent, the audience. A letter from Dr.
the only withholder being Mr. Wil- Holt was read and also was a teleliam Twitchell, known better as gram from Mr. E. T, Brown. Dean
"Obstinate Willy", and there must Enyart and George Waddell both
always be a little bitter with the spoke on the advantages of t h
sweet.
building and gave their full coopThe drive inside the college end- eration to the drive.
ed yesterday, Tuesday, but the solicitation will continue until all of
the student contributions are in.
To do your part in helping those
of our number in this work that
they have undnertaken, you should
try and make it e a s y and as
pleasant a job as possible for the
collectors to collect from you.
The various committees and leadThe speaker in the chapel last
ers who are devoting practically all Sunday morning was the Reverend
their time to this project are ex- Ansley C. Moore, pastor of t h e
tremely well pleased with progress P e a c e Memorial Presbyterian
they have made and the coopera- Church of Clearwater, Florida. The
tion of the students. Last week's title of his sermon was "The Book
Sandspur was mailed out to par- of Books". The speaker explained
ents and alumni as a starter in why the Bible holds the -unique
that field of the solicitation, and place among books that it does,
the next step will be letters to that both in the long period of time
same group. The whole affair is required for its preparation and
being worked from the ground up, in the wealth of material, so varied
insuring a firm foundation so that in its scope, that it presents to
no unconsidered elements will pop him who will but read it. Here,
up in the later life of the building- among other things, were to be
to-be, and if the enthusiasm con- found poetry, history, philosophy,
tinues as strongly as it has begun, jurisprudence and music.
it will be a joy to work for the
As Prelude Mr. Siewert played
growth of this idea, I am sure we
all want it to be that way, so let's "Cantilena" by Bach, and as Postlude
"Fugue in E flat minor" by
not let our enthusiasm die as the
newness of the project wears off. Healy-Willan. The Choir, under
the direction of Mr. Honaas, preThe first step has been taken
sented the processional hymn,
and has been successful, and that's
'"Holy, holy, holy!", the "Lord's
what counts most of all now. With
Prayer", the anthem, "Father Most
the backing of the college, there
Holy" by Cruger-Christiansen, the
will be unlimited energy let loose
offertory "Invocation" by Hagfrom many sources in the drive to
gand, the recessional hymn "O
secure the necessary money for the
Word of God Incarnate."
Student U n i o n Building. The
group on the campus who are chipDavitt Felder led the call to worping right in as though they were ship, and Dean Campbell spoke the
trying to slave through a difficult invocation, benediction, and amen.
course, can be seen in Beanery The responsive reading was led by
every day, confering over their Fi-ances Montgomery, and the Old
soup. Let's all get behind them and New Testament lessons were
and push this thing along step by read by Fentress Gardner and Edna
step, and show that once we make Pearl Harmon. Frank Mellor ofup our minds that we want some- fered a solo, "If with all your
thing, there's no stopping us. Give hearts", from "Elijah" by Mendels'em hell, Rollins!
sohn.

Rev. Ansley Moore
Clearwater Pastor
Speaks in Chapel

GLENN FRANK
WILL ADDRESS
88 SENIORS
Noted University President
Addresses L a r g e s t
Graduating Class
MACARTHUR TO SPEAK
Baccalaureate Service Given
By Father of Senior
Dr. Glenn Frank, author, publicist, former president of the University of Wisconsin, and now
chairman of the program committee of the Republican Party, will
deliver the Commencement Address at Rollins College on June 2,
President Hamilton Holt announced
today.
The baccalaureate sermon on
Sunday, May 29, will be preached
by Rev. Kenneth G. MacArthur,
pastor of the Federated Church at
Sterling, Mass., and the father of
Robert S. MacArthur, a member
of this year's graduating class.
The graduating class of 88 is announced as one of the largest in
the 53 years of history of Rollins
College.
Dr. Frank has had a distinguished career as an editor, author, and
college president. He is a native
of Missouri and a former student
of Kirksville, Mo., State Normal
School and Northwestern University where he received his B. A.
degree in 1912 and his M. A. in
1921. Honorary doctorate degrees
have been conferred upon him by
Lincoln Memorial University, DePauw University, University of
Michigan, Northwestern University, and Temple University.
Following his graduation from
Northwestern, he was assistant to
the president of Northwestern for
four years. He served the next
three years as an associate of Edward A. Filene of Boston in research and organization and in
1919 he went to Century Magazine
where he was associate editor for
two years and editor-in-chief for
four years. In 1925 he was called
to the University where he initiated several educational reforms until, his policies ran counter to the
political regime of the state. Recently he was drafted by the leaders of the Republican Party to
make a survey of the American
scene with the view of adopting a
program for the Republicans to follow in the future.

Dr. Frank became identified
with the world peace movement
in the post-war period and was a
member of a group headed by exPi-esident William H. Taft t h a t
drafted a covenant for the League
of Nations which was considered
By HOWARD LYMAN
church and then unpacked for the by the Peace Conference a t Paris
week. Still ail quiet on the west- in 1918.
Lyman and Lado stepped off the
ern front. Monday contests began
train in Winter Park Monday and
and everyone was very busy all
lemnly shaking their heads said
day. While Lado entered the ora- cream (which we had to pay for,
a slow regretful unison: "Never
tory contest that night the rest too) to celebrate Lado's success,
again, never again."
of us returned to the hotel Then then went peacefully to bed, or
The reason they said this, upon
I decided to go out, but the girls thought we did. We had to sit up
nquiry, was that they had lived
decided otherwise, and before I until about 3 a. m. untying milI life of surprise and suspense for
quite knew what was happenening lions of intricate knots in our sleepthe past nine days. And the
I had been dressed in girls' ing apparel. Laying our tired,
son for that was the presence of
clothes, dangling a highly per- sleepy heads on our pillows, we
Misses Chindahl and Harmon
; each greeted by a nice juicy
fumed blue dance handkerchief,
the trip to the national debatwith chorus-girl make-up and slice of Dill pickle. That was the
ing convention. Their story, in
last
straw!
sporting pink garters of the 1900
brief, interspersed with avowed
Again on Friday (when we forvariety. Just then Lado returned
threats of "getting even" goes as
and in less time than they dressed got and left the key on the outfollows:
me, Lado had been transformed ide again) the key disappeared
Leaving Winter Park at ^:05 into another "charming senorita" Likewise my gold tie chain, both
Friday, April 15, everything was and to our surprise we were ex- of which subsequently appeared in
invelope in our mail boxes. As
just fine. Everyone was thinking hibited to Pi-of., the Colorado
ur own team wasn't enough,
of the week ahead and the thrill teams, North Carolina teams and
ompetition in an endeavor to the general lobby of the hotel as the four Colorado girls cooperated
the mischief. An obliging hotel
bring honor to Rollins. The girls "Susan and Annabell". Rats!!
clerk awoke us one morning at
; quiet and to see them no one
The next evening they persuad- 5:30 a. m. by an insistent telephone
would ever suspect that behind
: respective brown eyes lay ed us to go to the show, "but when call to "get up".' Besides these
ds of mischief. Without mis- we got there" we had to buy the few minor offenses, they greased
door knob with some horrible
hap the party boarded the Pull- tickets to "In Old Chicago'". Aftat Jax at 9:05, and all went er our return to the hotel, we went greasy brown stuff, and after wipto sleep after scrambling and to sleep, but the girls sneaked off ing it off with a towel we forgot
awling their way to four almost to an ice-cream party the Colorado and wiped our face on the towel
teams were having. Adding insult later. Ugh!
ireachable upper berths.
to injury, Wednesday morning our
Climaxing every climax the secThe second night Prof. Pierce room key disappeared (after we ond night on the way home we
got lower berths for the girls and left it in the outside of the door found an inviting array ot finely
50 happened they were just un- by mistake). At last in despera- crushed Ritz crackers in our
•neath our upper berths. In spite tion we asked the maid to open our berth, by the assistance of the head
of a bit of unnecessary noise from room. Finally our key appeared itcward and porter! What lovely
A- we slept well (although the again.
bedfellows Ritz crackers make!
girls were up before we were next
Words can't express it, but we'll
morning). On ..Sunday morning
After semi-finals Thursday night get even with those two if it takes
we arrived at the hotel, went to we had ham sandiwches and ice
all year!!!

Lyman and Lado Suffer at Hands of
Mischievous Female Debators on Trip

THE
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lum and made education a mass production
affair.
Rollins might make a progressive step in
•published Weekly by Undergraduate Students
education if she would d e v i s e some plan
of Rollins.
whereby the student would have more time
to give to the things which interest him
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING most. It appears to us that under such a
system undergrads would get much more out
EDITORIAL
of the four years they spend in college.
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf snd -pointed, weUff.^nded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
BS gritty and energetic as its name im-plies, victorious in single combal and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cirThe opinion of the students who are
culation : all these will be found wpon investigation against the Student Union seems to center
U> be among the extraordinary qualities of the on one fear. They are afraid that the adminSANDSPUR.
istration is going to take over the building
after it has been completed and run it as a
profit making concession. We should like
to dispel this worry.
1937
Member
1938

Snlltna ^anliapur

CAMPUS
Personalities

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

I found Gulielma perched preWednesday a t 11:20 the quarcariously on a ladder in Rec Hall
busily painting a scene on a piece tet was to start for Oviedo to
play for the glory of Rollins Colof transparent material.
"It's your Sandspur Reporter,' lege. Wednesday at 11:20 the largI called. "He wants an interview er percentage of the qua^et was
in various stages of not being in
for the paper."
the least ready. Finally under Mr.
"Tell him to come back ?ater,"
Honaas' direction we all got on
she said still busily engaged with
our way. When we reached Oviedo
her brush. "I must get this scrim the principal of the local school
painted today.
rushed out into th2 local shower
"But I'm he," I said loudly hop- and ushered us into the dining
ing to impress her with my flaw- hall. Amidst the din — clattering
less grammar. In a much softer shouts and confusion—v:e all felt
voice I said, "Could I possibly help right at home. When Blachsattel
you?"
entered with his 'cello one small
Five hours later I was still on a child, exclaimed, "What a big viostep-ladder painting a building that lin!" During the program a litIn the first place the Student Union must
Plssocided GDlle6iaLe Press
seemed to go up into the sky in- tle third grader piped up "Gee,
be run in competition with the various other
Distributor of
definitely.
that's sure pretty playin'l"
soda fountains, sandwich and book shops in
"I'll have to stop now." I wiped
the town. It is evident that students will
Everybody and Poppa was proud
the
perspiration
from
my
forehead
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; not patronize the Union just because it is
and wrung out my handkerchief. of Hildebud a t her recital last
a college building. They must be able to get
Florida Intercollegiata Press Association.
"I've come to the end of the lad- week. What was especially nice
their books at a rate which is lower than
She laughed gaily still wielding was Cadman who sang the Milne
that which we pay now. Sandwiches must
her brush. "Now about your in- songs so that you could tell what
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
be bigger and better than those we get at
was singing about. Another
terview," she said. "What do you
at Interlachen
Anderson's or Colonial. The "cokes" must
nice thing was that it was over
want me to s a y ? "
quick and everybody could amble
have more drink and less ice and the dance
TiLEPHONK 187
floor must be better than that at Dubs"Well, Miss Daves, I had thought over to the reception which Prof,
dread. Then too, the Union will have to
of something such as 'The Changes and Mrs. Ban-on gave Rees. Of
National Adevrtlsing Representative:
course there were m o r e people
fight the habit the students have formed of
in the Campus as Seen by an Old
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
than there was room for to sit, but
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
frequenting these places. There seems to be
Grad'. You know that's always
then
it is alleged that one can
400 North Mlchlg:an Avenue, Chicago
big. There's a chance for humor,
a desire on the part of the student body to
eat more when standing, so evhuman interest, and pathos."
get off campus a t every possible chance.
eryone was happy.
She hobbled over to me. "You
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
As President Holt and Dean Enyart have
United States tl.BO a term (12 weeks), $2.60 for
make me feel very old," she quavThe Hammonds entertained in
Vwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college' year.
repeatedly remarked, the Student Union is
And so it is. Life in general at
Along with it you probably find ered. "Met me a t Moo-Moo tomor- honor of Meeker and Ted with a
by and for the students. Because of the
Rollins is centered on the horse- this to he true—that those of you row. I have a plan for organizing varied evening's program—fun for
fompetition with similar places of business, hoe — that is, the life which is who are the best of friends find the students into electricians all! The lowbrows, under the able
there would be no chance for the administra- open and public. If anyone cared reason to squabble and fuss, and stage-hands', and actors' unions instruction of one B. Erie, studof March 8, 1871.
tion to profit at the expense of the under- to, they would be surprised at the when you get a t our worst, we You may wi'ite it up first for the ied advanced methods of Trucking.
The other brows curled up comforgraduates. Furthermore we fail to see what results of a survey on the number narrow our friends down to an Sandspui."
Next day, after I had consumed tably and listened to Bach fugues
JOE D. HANNA, JR.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF indication the opposition to the plan has for of couples whose steady terms amazingly low per cent and decide
believing that the administration would do started and ended on this grassy the rest never were worth much three bottles of milk (plain), two and Scriabine Preludes.
Editorial Staff
such a thing. We have not noticed any seri- spot, and any day you feel you and were most likely knifing us cups of orange juice, and a box of Hefty tried out her Senior regraham crackers, she came hurry- cital i Mil
and from all reports
News Editor
Myron Savage ous encroachment of student rights since have fallen behind on your campus in the back all the year long while
gossip, just spend a quiet fifteen we trusted them. This is all very ing down the walk.
L beeg success. (Of course
Sports Editor
Wendell Davis we have been here and we doubt if there
'I'm sorry I'm late," she said
minutes out there after lunch. silly, if we'd only look a t it from
ight
be
a little prejudiced.)
Society Editor
Victoria Morgan has been any in the past.
Don't sit too long in one group, but the right angle. It's easy to see
she sipped on a bottle of choco- She ev* I wore her holy recital dress
Feature Editors
Elsie Moore
One thing is obvious even to the most so- rotate, subtly, and keep an unbias- that the whole campusful of us, late milk. I've just lost one of which 0 one has been permitted
Peggy Whitely
ed mind by hearing four or five down to the last stitch, could be my actors that I
to see, even folded up.
ounting
Proof Editor
_
Lois Sue Terry cialistic minded individuals, and that is that sides to every story. It's the sort included in this, because if we made
r a one-act play."
And, thanks to Father Time. I
Copy Editor
Norine Farr the administration must be the governing of education we think Rollins really a pooling of everyone's pet peeve
"That sounds like mething that suppose, since he always comes
power in the student union. There could be
STAFF WRITERS
excels in. Any college can teach or enemy disguised as friend, it might happen to m* ' I remarked
along, the Daytona program has
no fair minded student or group of students
you how to find the mode and me- would probably include everyone on trying to console her.
came and went. Contrary to the
Ann Earle
Luverne Phillips that could regulate the working of the builddian of a bunch of conditioned bill the campus. The above explanation
A glint came into her eyes. She
George Stoffel
Rachel Harris
ing. Furthermore, there is no undergrad collectors, or how to appreciate may be a bit befuddled, but the walked slowly over to the table popular belief, there was no sepJack Buckwalter
Anne Whyte
aration of the black and white
Peggy Lincoln
Marcia Stoddard uate vrith the time to do so. The adminis- Shakespeare in three easy terms, idea is there. So if you have been and returned with another bottle
sheep—there was one at each pitration of the Union would be an all day job but Prexy has the right idea when treating a palsey rather cooly late- of milk.
ano.
We DID get through the
Business Staff
and as such would require one or more per- he encourages the horseshoe life ly, and he has been doing the same,
"Why don't you try some orange Rakotsy without mishap.
when
we
all
get
together
and
talk
remember
that
although
you're
George Fuller....
Business Manager sons to work on that job exclusively
juice," I suggested trying to apNext
recitals in order are:
and yodel. The only thing we find dead certain you're right about him
casual.
Paul Twachtman..._
Advertising Commissioner
It is easily seen, therefore, that the stuWeezy on Friday night, and Vosand he's wi-ong about you, he's as
le waved my re^iark aside for
Thomas Costello
....Circulation Manager dent body has nothing to lose and all to gain wrong with the situation
burg
(if
he
doesn't go to Sarasota
classes
following
this
ante-lunch
dead certain of the t)pposite — so there were more important matAnn Roper
„
Asst. Circulation Manager
gor the week-end) next Sunday aftby supporting the Student Union drive. The period. And they are definitely why not save yourself the me
ters to consider. At last she said,
ernoon.
proposed building would be a greater asset let-down.
strain and give him the benefit of
(V would you like to do the part
in uniting students at Rollins than another
the doubt? You'll find nine times for m e ? "
The other day we heard one
out of ten that you were mistaken.
plan that could be devised. Such is the aim
"I know nothing about acting."
After all, it is almost unfailing
of the administration. They are not attempt- the quieter of the campus wits sf
"But it's a small part. You're
ing to make the undergraduates work for something we stuck in our min with human nature thai you will a reporter and it merely calls for
pertaining to the chumminess
get from a person exactly what you to make a lot of noise. I'
them so that they themselves may profit,
the horseshoe relationships, and we you honestly expect of them.
sure you can do it."
but rather are trying to realize the dream of think it bears repetition—"The atI ignored the last part of hi
a beautiful campus and student body hap- traction is inversely proportional to
By NORINE FARR
The Phi Delts did themselves up remark. "All right, I'll do it." I
pily united.
the
square
of
the
distance,"
saic
In making out our upper division papers
this past weekend, and have eai
felt
like a bird trying to get out Did you hear about the "case of
R. Belden. And we see his point ed a nize, long rest to be taken
we were particularly interested to note one
mistaken identity" occurring down
out
of
a
trap
of
its
own
making.
And, fellow termites, we think the shade, out of the public e
question that appeared on the form. It was,
at the Swimming Meet last Saturthat if you just keep your ears and away from all the mad life of "Now about the interview—"
"What use have you made of your leisure
"Good," she said. "I'm afraid day morning? It's worth listening
clean you too will overhear such John's, Harpers', etc.—^which they
to.
time at Rollins ?"
devastatingly synonymous remarks won't take. The dance was very we'll have to postpone the interW i t h t h e coming; of t h e elections f o r t h e
It seems that two enterprising
from any number of unsung phil- well done—almost too well done, view. Nothing interesting has ever
This peculiar question made us wonder.
young co-eds (Rollins, of course)
p r e s i d e n t of t h e s t u d e n t council, m u c h is b e - osophers.
happened
to
me."
It is quite evident that we are expected t t
but it was entertaining. The little
ing said c o n c e r n i n g t h e c a p a b i l i t y of t h e v a She started to leave. "Oh, yes, decided to do a little boosting for
cabin
was
an
odd
thinig
to
find
put something after it, but what is one to
their alma mater at the meet and,
All of which serves to remind us
r i o u s c a n d i d a t e s . I t is obvious t h a t all t h e s e
the middle of a dance floor, but it rehearsal tomorrow night at eight incidentally, to buttonhole a few
say when he finds there is little or no leisure
t h i n g s good a n d b a d c a n n o t b e t r u e . R e p - of the undiscovered talent we have was cute. It seems many people o'clock in Rec Hall
time to be had at Rollins ? Leisure time, as
prospects; that is, students eligr e s e n t a t i v e s a b o u t t o c a s t t h e i r v o t e s should among us. We have spoken of it weren't quite sure just what it w;
we take it, is the time we may have when
ible to our fair school next year.
before, but until now we had never
be a b l e t o d i f f e r e n t i a t e b e t w e e n f a c t s a n d
seen it in unified action, more or meant for though, and didn't dai
nothing of a dutiful nature is pressing us.
Now, these two co-eds are very
malicious p r o p a g a n d a ; t h e r e b e i n g f e w f a c t s less in a congenial group. That is investigate. Among those, and led
We have no such time here. When a stuparticular, and especially as to
on
by
a
feeling
of
duty,
was
Dean
a n d a n a b u n d a n c e of p r o p a g a n d a .
way it appeared last Thursday
whom they shall have for fellow
dent takes part in a play, reads a novel or
Enyart, who, upon seeing a Phi
night
at
the
Student
Union
Rally.
studs—what Rollinsite isn't—and
One of t h e u n f o r t u n a t e t h i n g s c o n c e r n e d
two, or even works on the college newspaper
Delt grab a girl by the hand and
he is not using his leisure time but is taking w i t h elections of t h i s t y p e is t h e f a c t t h a t The talent alone was not what made drag her into its interior darkness, Here's to the girl that steals, lies so they pounced on two of the best
the thing a success, hut even more
dressed, most attractive young high
time from his regular school studies. The c e r t a i n f r a t e r n i t i e s a r e g o i n g t o " p l a y b a l l "
and swears—
than that, the spirit in which it peered in and as nonchalantly as
school ladies at the water meet.
question might be more appropriately . . . w i t h c e r t a i n o t h e r s r e g a r d l e s s of t h e a b i l i t y
ne—that extra spirit that the situation allowed, said, "What Steals into your arms,
Pardon
me, they didn't pounce on
"What do you do when you should be study- a n d c a p a b i l i t y of t h e i r c a n d i d a t e . If t h e r e could have been omitted and that do you do in here?" The Host in Lies there.
them. They approached them delare b u t two candidates from fraternities,
ing?"
contagious that Rec Hall question invited the Dean in to sign And swears she'll never love an- icately and in what they considthe
survivor's
list,
but
the
Dean
other.
t h e r e will b e a f r a n t i c effort t o s e c u r e t h e nearly collapsed under the strain
ered a tactful manner and t o o k
At Rollins we have a concentrated form
four v o t e s of t h e i n d e p e n d e n t s .
H o w e v e r , of the heavy applause. We have declined with the retreating retheir time about getting acquaintof study. That is, concentrated in time but
The Last Word
t h e i n d e p e n d e n t s will h a v e a c a n d i d a t e of not, since we have been on this mark that the cabin was a touch
ed. They put on their best mangeneralized in subject matter.
This condark.
Housemother (half an hour aft- ners and somehow managed not to
t h e i r o w n a n d t h e r e m a y b e a q u e s t i o n a s t o campus, ever seen a better producdensation has resulted in a decrease in free
er deadline when she hears noise
w h e t h e r o r n o t t h e y will b e willing t o s a c r i - tion than the old fashioned meloAnd so into the mouth of the at the front door): "Who's that scare away the "prospects". Since
moments for the student. It puts relaxation
the occasion seefmed to demand
fice t h e i r o w n m a n t o g a i n a f e w political drama which was given, nor more press.
necking at my door?"
from the grind at a premium. Such measthat they watch the water events,
p l u m s b y p l e d g i n g t h e i r s u p p o r t t o a f r a - enthusiasm and spirit in the way
ures defeat their own purpose. Stonewall
which it was accepted by the
there was not too much conversat e r n i t y faction.
The
trees
were
stripped.
audience.
Jackson, to whom is given the credit of
tion, and it was quite some time
T h e S A N D S P U R does n o t w i s h t o t a k e
The rocks were bare—
before our young lasses could get
founding modern marching rules, discovered
for the Warbling Waiters,
No wonder the com was shocked! personal enough to ask their victhat an army moves faster and retains its sides in t h i s e l e c t i o n ; w e a r e m e r e l y a t t e m p t - there is no need to go into their
tims even where they went to
strength longer if it takes regular rest in- i n g t o p o i n t o u t t h a t o u r p r e s e n t s y s t e m of popularity story again. It has gotThough neither is a pugilist.
school. By the time they g o t
elections,
o
r
i
g
i
n
a
t
e
d
t
o
e
l
e
m
i
n
a
t
e
c
a
m
p
u
s
poltervals. The rest period should be about
that now they receive a
The sight makes one turn pale— around to that, the meet was nearone-fourth of the marching period. So it itics, is a b r e e d i n g p l a c e f o r r i v a l r y a n d good portion of their applause beEleanor Rand went up to V. P. I. The dentist and manicurist
ly over, but the "prospects" were
g
r
o
u
p
h
a
t
r
e
d
.
A
s
long
a
s
t
h
e
council
m
e
m
they start the singing. They for the week-end dances.
is in college. Students can be pushed only
Fighting tooth and nail.
especially nice and worth all the
n inspiration that the college Helen Fann went home to Clearso long; after that they cease to be efficient. b e r s a r e picked t o r e p r e s e n t a f r a t e r n i t y o r
time spent on them. They were
i n d e p e n d e n t g r o u p t h e r e will b e n o c h a n c e has needed this year, in the way in water for the week-end.
"What's the best way to teach a from Winter Park, it seemed. FurOxford has proved to us that college sub- to h a v e a body t h a t h a s t h e b e s t i n t e r e s t s of which they have gotten together
Anne Miller went to her home
ther interrogation revealed t h a t
jects are best pursued at the student's lei- t h e college a t h e a r t . A n d s u c h a g r o u p will and worked out arrangements for town, Leesburg, for the week-end. girl to swim?"
"Well, you want to take her gen- they already knew quite a few Rolsure. Regimentation of time should belong be u n a b l e t o pick f r o m a m o n g i t s m e m b e r s all sorts of songs, doing something
Lilah Neilson went home to
lins students. Not so good. As a
tly
down
to
the
water,
put
your
exclusively to the large universities. At Rol- t h e m a n w h o is t h e b e s t f i t t e d t o hold t h e they have not been required or ask- Leesburg over the week-end.
arm around her waist, and . . ." final blow, our Rollins boosters
lins we see no apparent need to hammer h i g h e s t s t u d e n t office Rollins a f f o r d s . W e ed to do along with all the other
Robert and Richard Belden,
learned that one of the young
"Oh,
cut
it
out.
It's
my
sister."
things
they
have
to
do.
And
that
book matter at an undergrad six to eight do n o t s a y t h a t t h e m a n b e s t f i t t e d will n o t
Skippy Arnold, Ruth Hill, Betty
ladies was the daughter of a mem"Just push her off the dock."
hours a day and expect him to absorb even win, b u t w e k n o w t h a t if h e is t h e one elected group is about the least idle of any Tuttle, Elsie Moore, Jayne Rittenber of our Board of Trustees, the
of
the
hoys
in
the
college.
We
;e,
Warren
Siddall
went
to
the
a majority of it. Great books are wonderful it will n o t b e on h i s good q u a l i t i e s b u t on t h e
Here's a headline that appeared other, the sister of one of o u r
should think it would make those Pelican Sunday.
things to read and know, but there isn't a p o w e r of h i s b a c k e r s t o poll v o t e s f o r h i m .
in the Macon, Ga., Evening News: prominent seniors! They happily
of you who sit back and never do
Edelweiss Hefty went to Miami
informed our astonished questioncollege text book among them.
ETHRIDGE NAMED
darned thing, because you're too to give a recital last Saturday.
D o e s n ' t i t s e e m ridiculous t o t r u s t t o
ers that they had been planning
RADIO BLOC HEAD
Colleges everywhere persist in creating an c h a n c e t h a t a c a p a b l e m a n will b e elected t o lazy, or you "haven't got time",
The Phi Delts had many of their
iome time to come to Rollins,
—Daily Athenaeum.
abnormal life for their students. There is t h e r e s p o n s i b l e p o s i t i o n of p r e s i d e n t of t h e feel rather stupid!
brothers from Gainesville here
rses, foiled! Our two co-eds,
not one of us who will not have the time s t u d e n t b o d y ?
Well, the end of the year is ap- er the week-end.
somewhat chagrined, passed on to
Boy: "Hello."
when he graduates to spend in the pursuit
another group of "prospects" with
The Emory and Henry tennis
I n a n y e v e n t t h e S A N D S P U R e x t e n d s i t s proaching at about the same rate
Giri:
of
speed
it
did
just
this
time
last
of hobbies or in the reading of good books. best w i s h e s t o t h e p r e s i d e n t - t o - b e , a n d sinthe hope of getting them excited
am spent Monday night on camBoy: "Oh, well."
bout the alma mater, but alas,
Why insist in setting-up an artificial life cerely h o p e s t h a t h e will b e t h e o n e b e s t yeai-. It's funny how you can pus.
to depend upon the days all
Mimi Graves, Francsg Montgomnow? The American universities have in- s u i t e d t o a s s u m e t h e g r a v e r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s of
"My darter's goin' to play Beet- they had lost most of their starch
and, anyhow, the meet was over.
sisted in following the trend of our indus- t h e P r e s i d e n t of t h e S t u d e n t A s s o c i a t i o n following one another in the prop- ery, Eleanor Ham and Peggy Lin- hoven tonight."
order. Sometimes it becomes coln went on an all-day c a n o e
Ah well, the poor gals m^ant well!
"I 'ope she wins.'"
tries. They have regimented the curricu- of Rollins College.,
disturbingly well regulated.
trip Sunday.
—The Jambar. >
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(Continued from page 1)
as I am president," and by then
living up to that principle. You
may win deathless fame by following their example.
Mr. President, our lives are at
stake. We cannot help ourselves.
Our fate is a trust, in the keeping
of you and your Congress. You
have the power to keep us in safety, or to send us to death. In
your hands rests the diplomacy that
leads to peace or war.
You are an honorary alumnus of
Rollins College. When "our president conferred an honorary degrei
upon you a few years ago, he said
that Rollins College gave you that
degree, not for what you had done,
but for what it expected you to do
for peace and justice.
It is not enough for you to hate
war. Nothing less than
sive peace policy will protect
We must have a policy conceived
in courage and tolerance, a policj
marked by the vision and the will
ingness to blaze new trails which
you have repeatedly shi
must he founded on world cooperation, not on force; on understanding, not on hatred; on friendships,
not on battlefields. Nothing less
will be keeping faith with the youth
of America.
Mr. President, are we to die for
outworn ideals, or to live for a
new America ? We await your an-

By WENDY DAVIS
Whereas last week this column devoted its space to major sports
at Rollins, and doffed its cap m recognition of the progress made this
year, this week we glance at minor sports, a survey of which finds an
opposite reaction.
The minor sports on the Rollins athletic calendar include fencing, tennis, swimming and golf. With the exception of fencing, the
record in these sports for this year ana pi-evious years is entirely unsatisfactory.
To this columnist, this situation seems contradictory to the seasonal
environment presented here. With warm weather the year round,
such teams as golf, tennis and swimming should be the prevailing
sports. The mere fact that warm weather does prevail here should
be an incentive for prospective top-notchers in these sports to enroll
at Rollins. But this is not the case.
Golf, tennis and swimming in. the past years have been terrible.
When all three sports were in intercollegiate competition, they
were a disgrace to the college. The golf team, with the exception
of a few years when Carl Dann, Bundy Brown, Bob Service,
Tommy Whiteway and Fred Newton were leading the way with
their woods and irons, never livecT up to pre-season reputation.
According to the records, Rqllins has never had a good tennis
team. Only a few names stand out, those of Ted Williams and
Hank Lauterbach; but even these two would play in the two or
three bracket of the average college tennis team.
Quantity and not quality has hurt the swimming forces in
previous years. Rollins has had its share of swimmers, yet, in
competition, a lack of second and third places has handicapped
victory strings.

This is the background of the three sports, tennis, golf and
swimming. Look at this season's record. Golf and swimming were
both dropped due to the lack of material and funds to carry out a
worth while schedule. Tennis was almost dropped this year. The
Adopted by the students and fac- results of the season did not warrant its retention. A record of seven
ulty of Rollins College, in special losses, one tie and two wins is certainly not one to shout about; but
peace meeting on April 27, 1938,when the team looses 9-0 decisions, the shouting turns the other way.
Monday, the tennis forces completed their schedule by tying
there being recorded some 150 votes
in the affirmative and 3 in the ne- Emory and Henry from sheer determination to win. The college was
in an uproar! A half holiday was called! Our tennis team had
gative.
almost won!
Matthew Ely, Jr., President
Frances Daniel, Secretary
The fencing team barely eked out of the red by winning four
Rollins Peace Society.
matches and losing three. They beat Georgia Tech twice to reign
After the reading of the letter. undefeated in southern competition. Howevei-, Harvard, Navy and
Miss Stueve asked for a vote as to West Point took their measure on the northern trip. The team beat
whether or not it would be sent. Princeton and Brown in the other northern matches. Even in this
With the exception of three people, sport, a sport in which Rollins has been very successful in past years,
the vote was unanimous for mail- this year's record is a poor one. The fencing team here is comprised
ing the letter.
of excellent material, such a record being unworthy of its ability.
You ask, what can be done with the poor quality of Rollins minor
The University of Minnesota, one sports ? I ask the same question. Everybody asks the same question.
of the largest U. S. state univer- People have asked the same question for years.
sities, last year spent $10,000,000.
This column can point out a few of the reasons why these
sports are not operating properly. The greatest difficulty lies in
A shop in which students may
the fact that, without scholarships for these sports, good athletes
spend their leisure time pursuing
do not enroll here. The second greatest difficulty, at least in the
their hobbies has been opened a t
past few years, has been the lack of funds to support thse athMassachusetts Institute of Techletic teams. When golf and swimming represented Rollins in internology.
collegiate competition, the boys sup^ported themselves, the same
way that crew and Coach Bradley are paying their way this
year. Golf and tennis coaches are voluntary, and although willThe 'Sporting Thing' To
ing to help and consciencious in time out-put, are not of high
calibre in coaching technique. Tennis facilities are poor with
Wear in
four courts, mediocre in surface, attempting to satisfy college
and Winter Park residents alike.

Beach and
Bathing
Togs

Seemingly, with the reasons why the teams are not functioning
properly presented, the college is left holding the bag. Without
money to support teams, schedules cannot be arranged. Without
proven coaches, good teams cannot he molded.

This is a black picture. It is even more black under the
surface. When the students themselves realize that the administration is really not interested in an athletic program, then the
stagnant unrest at present will be let loose. True, the administration is now striving for national recogition as an academic
istitution. But any worth-while academic institution presents a
sufficient athletic program, a program balanced enough to mold
evenly the mind-body problem. When such a balance is propeiiy
attained, then such problems of extreme social trends and night
clubbing are eliminated.
Picture an athletic program that included the major sports, football, basketball, baseball, crew, the minor sports, fencing, golf, tennis
and swimming, and a complete intramural schedule. Such a program
would include all the stars for the varsity sports, and the lesser lights
for the intramural sports. It would include all men in the institution.
It would eliminate the daily afternoon brousing. If strenuous enough,
it would eliminate most of the nightly activities which increase the
neglect of studies.
Steps are being taken now to strengthen next year's intramural athletic schedule for the boys. Plans for two leagues in
all sports are being discussed in hopes of getting every male student in this college to participate.
The difficulties of such a plan are apparent. The main problem
is time. With classes on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays until
six o'clock, it is impossible to schedule games on these days. Only on
Tuesdays and Thursdays can athletics be arranged. At that time, two
hours is the limit, and to an*ange a schedule for two leagues to
operate on one field during a season is an impossibility. Even at the
present time, with only one league in each sport, there is not enough
time to schedule events. Waiters in the beanery are always late
for their own meals, and in most instances do not even eat dinner.
Under the one league- set-up, only a few are included in the
athletic advantages. The rest, not quite so capable as their
more athletic friends and brothers in fraternities, are left on the
sidelines. Giving up the ghost, they wander away from the athletic fields. They really don't care for athletics. Their recreation
is movies, drinking and girls. They must be made to care! Under
Jack McDowall's plan for two leagues, they would be made to care!
Before the administration feels that we have blasted them
too much, we would like to congratulate the forces that brought
about the situation that next year Rollins will have a basketball
team! Yes, after years of discussion, this college will once again
sport a basketball team in intercollegiate competition. How come
the change? According to McDowall, a basketball team is scheduled in order to bring out more men in intramural basketball.
Thanks, Sam, your work Ls appreciated. This means more work
for you, but some day your idealistic point of view will be recognized.

SWIMMING MEET
(Continued from page 1)
The Palm Beach swimmers nosed
out the Miami Beach girls, while
the Ft. Lauderdale girls were only
fourth. In the next race John Harris pushed Patton to a new record for the 220 yard free style.
Another performance was given by the Fairbrother sisters and
Jack Calhoun, not only from the
springboard but from all three
towers. In the hoys' diving contest Pippenger of St. Petersburg
was nearly deprived of his last
year's title by Frank Grundler of
Orlando who did some beautiful
diving.
After watching Pippenger and
Grundler dive, Mr. Swan came forward, bringing with him two lady
divers dressed fetchingly in next
year's style in beachwear. They
were, he announced, almost as good
as he, and they would be kind
enough to put on another demonstration of diving and swimming
for the audience. The young ladies performed for the audience the
beautiful Statue of Liberty dive,
and the pelican dive from the 32
foot tower as well as many others.
Mr. Swan flew to the rescue of
Miss Makemson, who took in a little too much water on one of her
dives, and after some difficulty
rescued her with the help of Miss
Leedy at the helm of a canoe.
In 100 yard breast stroke Dorothy Rawls came within a few
tenths of a second of her most famous sister's record, closely follow-

ed the finish line in second place.
The meet began in the afternoon
with the girls' 330 yard medley,
ed by Irene Fremd of Palm Beach. '
In the 440 yard free style John
Harris again pushed Patton to a
victory. Followed the 220 free style
for girls in which Miami's Ruth
Hoerger was the winner. In the
deciding event of the afternoon, the
boys' relay, Winter Park's team
composed of Bill Bohannon, Stanley David, Reedy Talton, and John
Harris, lost to Ft. I^auderdale by
a scant five yards. John's performance in this race led many onlookers to believe that he is headed
for greater things.
On the whole it was a successful and interesting meet, with Patton breaking three of his own records, while Mary Hoerger and
Dorothy Rawls broke Katherine's
records in the 150 and 100 yard
free style. As well as deciding
the state champions, the winners of
the Rollins canoe tilting contest
were decided when Jack Makemson
and John Giantonio defeated Ollie
Daugherty and Paul Bouton to
meet the current Rollins champions
Al Swan and Wes Dennis. Makemson and Giantonio won two bouts
out of three to become the new
champions. The final results of the
meet were that the Ft. Lauderdale
boys are still undefeated and the
Miami Beach girls are stepping into the place left when Katherine
and Evelyn Rawls became ineligible for high school meets. The
Winter Park team shows great improvement and next year with Patton out of the way should be able
to defeat all other boys' teams.
Rollins boys made willing life
guards and assistants, while the
Sigma Nus were right on hand to
sell drinks and ice cream, all helping to make this year's swimming
bigger and better than ever.

HORSE SHOW
(Continued from page 1)
For the Gamma Phis, Rachel Harris, Elsie Moore, Betty Tuttle and
Jayne Rittenhouse rode. Ann Oldham and Majorie McQueen rode
for the Alpha Phis. Riding for the
Thetas were Marcia Stoddard, Betty Myers and Janet Jones. Helen
Brown, Betty Reser and Grace
Hiteshew rode for the Kappas.
Riding for the Phi Pis were Augusta Yust, Ruth Bradley and Barbara Babb.

Cards for Mothers' Day

The Rollins Press
Store
310 E. Park Ave.

Choose Responsible Cleaning at Liberal Discount

CASH AND CARRY

BUICK
There is a best
in every field
Better than 65 high grade Used
Cars for yaur selection

AMERICAN LAUNDRY

RAY GREENE

Our DRY CLEANING Gives a Vogue-ish Look
To Your Finest Apparel—Prompt Service

— Rollins Alumnus —

AND

Real Estate Broker

WINTER PARK BRANCH

DRY CLEANING CO.

100 Park Ave.

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
Alterations and Repairs
308 E. Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Fla.

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents

SPARKS'

Baby Grand Theatre

Orange-Buick Co.

THURSDAY—FRIDAY

330 N. Orange Ave.
Phone 6114

. . J O A N

M E L V Y N

BLONDELL s ^ D O U G L A S
Let's go demure this spring with evening dresses—

NEW SPORT
SHIRTS
are constantly arriving

but demure in a dramatic way.
DICKSON-IVES has the grandest collection of
spring formals.
This season it's smart to follow
the fashions in beachwear. Our
selection of 'comfortably' smart
styles are most outstanding and
include Lastex bathing suits
from $4.50, and printed 'Dressmakers' a t $2.95, with matching
short coat at $1.95.
Hopsacking slack suits a t $5.95
are very 'necessary' for beach
comfort too. Separate slacks
in gaberdine and washable
sharkskin are also popular. Separate jersey 'tops' are only
$1.95.
FOR BEACH AND BATHING
TOGS VISIT

That Gift for
Your Mother
is something you mustn't forget!

. . . And it'll mean more

if you select it from Yowell-

AT ORLANDO
'The Shop Smart Women Prefer'

the distinction of being called the most beautiful.
Glorious new models, distinctive with ruffles, lace,
shirring, embroidery and bead trims for a super array
of imposing evening fashions. White prevails as the
favorite, but there are numerous models in the latest

and quality go hand in hand.

pastel tones.

Every department is filled with
merchandise,

and every

salesperson is ready with dozens of suggestions to help you
in making your selection.

LOUIS'

Organdy, lace, organza, chiffon,

marquisette and nets compete with each other for

Drew's, the store where fashion

gift

•

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

Living sappily
ever after . . .
in t h e gayest
love-and-laugh
hit since " T h e
Awful T r u t h " !

Don't be caught unaware when the next all-college
dance rolls around.

Be prepared to be demurely

dramatic with a gown from the Better Dress Shop
on the Second Floor of DICKSON-IVES.
A Rollins College Shopper

"MetJregor" and Wilson
Bros.

Sport Shirts
$1 to $L95

*
"Arrow" Cool

Mesh Shirts
$2.00

R. C. BAKER, IN(
at the comer, downtown

STARTS SATURDAY
CLARK GABLE—MYRNA LOY—SPENCER TRACY
in

"TEST PILOT"

THE

FOUR

ROLLINS

Ad Commissioner

l$OCIALUICHUGHT9
X Club Open House
College Presents
On Sunday Evening
First Annual May
Entertains Many
Day Celebration

HILDEGARDE REES
GIVES RECITAL

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1938

SANDSPUR

IMPORTANT NOTICES
Oppoi-tunity is available }to a
student who is interested in earning extra money this summer. A
large publishing company is offering a summer position based on
selling for commission, with no limit to territory and no capital outlay required. If you are interested, please consult Watt Marchman, director. Placement Sei-vice,
Alumni Office.

Colorful dancers in gay cos-1 The X Club was host to the camS e t s P o e m s T o Music In An tumes and legi dary music playedJ pus^ Sunday night at an "open
by a student orchestra was the house". This was the first big enEntertaining Program
feature of a May Day celebration tertainment the X Club has had
on the Rollins College campus last this year. There was dancing
COMPOSITION R E C I T A L
night. The program which mark- throughout the evening to a contined the first annual May Day was uous stream of music. RefreshThe senior composition recital by under the direction of Mrs. Rae.
ments of punch and cookies were
Hildegarde Rees last Wednesday
Alexander Bloch, conductor of
evening attracted one of the larg- the Symphony Orchestra of CenThe guests were greeted at the
est audiences yet to gather in the tral Florida, directed the student door by Bill Scheu, who was newly
Edelweiss Hefty will give her
Annie Russel Theatre for any of string orchestra which has recent- elected president this year. Chapthe student recital series. Those ly been organized by him. Music erones for the party were Mr. and senior voice recital in the Annie
attending were very enthusiastic was orchestrated by Hildegarde Mrs. Willard Wattles, Miss Jean- Russell Theatre Wednesday, May
4th. Miss Hefty has studied with
and even those who expected the Rees, Rollins senior, who also ap- nette Genius and Hugh McKean.
Madame Bellincioni in Naples,
most of Miss Rees had a thrilling peared in the folk dances.
Italy, andwith Frank Bibb of Peasurprise.
Members of the dancing teams
body Conservatoi-y before coming
The program opened with a were: Amelia Dailey, Charlotte
to Rollins.
piano group: Prelude and Fugue Cadman, William Atlee, Arthur BiShe will be presented in recital
in B Minor, Prelude and Fugue in field ,Eleanor Giessen, Fentress
A Major, and Etude in G Minor. Gardner, William Page, Marie
Upsilon Beta chapter of Chi in Miami this Friday by the RolAlthough it is not the most pianis- Howe, Hildgearde Rees, Ely Haim- Omega announces the initiation of lins Club there.
tic music and therefore hard to owitz, Helen Rae, John Rae, Lois Betty Ann Hubbard, Mary Malta
perform, it is fresh in its original- Riess, William Vosburgh and Rob- Peters, Betty Hall and Estella Mae
K. A.S PUBLISH PAPER
ity and all of the material is well in Rae. Orchestra members includ- Bowles. The initiation service was
used. The fugues might have heer ed Fi-ed Blachly, Broadus Erie, Ted held May 1st a t the Chi Omega
The Alpha Psi chapter of the Kapslightly longer, but it may be only Klebsattel, Ruth Melcher, Walter Ho^se.
pa Alpha Order recently announced
the writer's opinion since he was Spolar, Mary Jane Meeker, W i 1Virginia Shaw, Ann Stone and that they are publishing a small
loath to have them end. They were liam Vosburgh and Joy Yates.
Clara Adolfs, Rollins alumnae, at- chapter paper for the alumni. The
played by Eleanor Giessen and at
tended.
paper which will probably be isany rate proved to be a good opensued monthly, made its first aping.
Students of the Teachers Col- pearance last week.
Two songs, "Chill of the Eve",
lege of Connecticut are preparing
Joe D. Hanna, Jr., is the editor
with words by James Stephens, and
to film a movie of life on their of the publication and Ix)uis Bris"Song", with words by Robert Hillcampus.
tol Bills is the business manager.
yer, composed the next group. The
Whiting Hall, '33, is now the
accompanists were excellent and
the words could ask for nothing Advertising Manager of the Amermore. However, I believe that they ican Bantam Car Company which
were not successfully adapted to the took over the plant of the old
American Austin Company somevoice oJ Walter Royall.
time ago. While at Rollins, Mr.
For the third group, Miss Rees
Whiting was editor of the Sandset three children's poems by A. A.
spur, was prominent on the golf
Milne to music: "Missing", "Hopteam, and on the baseball squad,
p-ity", and "Puppy and I". They
and was in the Glee Cluh. He was
provided just the right amount of
By MARCIA STODDARD
a member of the Kappa Phi Sigma
relief to the program. They were
What i your opinion of the new Student Union Building?
Fraternity, a local which later was
charming above all pretense and
installed in Phi Delta Theta.
were capably performed by Char-,
Dr. Holt: Grand and glorious!
On January 14, Mr. Whiting
lotte Cadman with the composer
H. Brown: The best idea yet. It will go far toward bringing
married
Elizabeth Blankenship
at the piano.
the students closer together.
Campbell at New York. They live
Two bassoon etudes by Milne and • at 316 Locust St., Butler, Pa.
P. Smith: Looks like a nice romantic place to dance!
arranged for piano and violoncello
M. Mackemer: Best idea that ever hit this campus.
Robert Wilsono, '27, brought up
by Miss Rees proved to be surprisB. MacArthur: I think it is good!!!
the girls' swimming team from Miingly interesting. The Adagio was
G. Kirby: I think it is swell; have you been in it?
ami Beach for the swimming meet
very beautiful and the difficult
Betty Jack: It sounds like a wonderful place, but I am afraid
Saturday. He is coach at the Mischerzo was well performed by j
it will turn into a "fraternity house" for the Independents.
ai Beach High School and his team
Frederick Blachly with Miss Rees |
Jack Hoy: It looks good from the picture and it sounds like
took home the winning girls' team
again at the piano.
it would create some spirit. That is what we need—School,
trophy.
A chorale and anthem brought to,
spirit!
Bill Rice, '31, coach of the Eustis
an end the progrm. The chorale
Eleanor Ham: Definitely a marvelous idea. Will add much
High School Swimmiing Team, also
with words by Marie Howe was not
to the enjoyment of the students.
had a girls' team entered in the
too well sung; however, the anthem
Hilbert Hagnauer: Good idea, will bring the students toState H i g h School Swimming
with words by Elizabeth Schoening
gether more, but who is going to pay for it?
Meet Saturday.
was probably one of the high lights
of the program. This closed a most
ART CLASS PICKS CAR
colorful and exciting program.

£^A//7 P. M/i^MOA/ •

Chi Omegas Initiate
Four New Members

ALUMNI NEWS

THE

Inquiring Reporter

Here's A New Way
To Be Absent From
The Dean's Course
To: Enyart Federal Reserve Bank
From: Gregg Subsidiary Bank
Re: Absence from Board Meetings
from the 10th to the 15th.
The Gregg Subsidiary Bank, having exhausted all its surplus (energy) and having encroached upon
its capital stock, after its recent
crisis, has been unable to attend
the regular meetings of the Enyart
Federal Reserve Bank. The depletion of this bank's reserves h a s
made it necessary to call a bank
holiday during the whole of this
week. A great deal of this is due,
it is feared, to the recent fall in
the pound which is at a record low.
However the banking house is undergoing repairs, and there is already a marked change in the situation since the difficulty was first
disicovered, that is, the relief projected by President Roosevelt in his
recent "Fireside Chat" makes it
fairly certain that this bank will
again be functioning in a very
short time.
The Gregg Subsidiary Bank realizes that its reserve with the Federal Reserve Bank of Enyart is far
behind in payment. However, this
will be given due consideration on
Monday, April 18, 1938 at clearing house, unless said bank must
extend the holiday. In the meantime, the Gregg Subsidiary Bank

ALL SHELL ISLAND
Gift b y Wilson Lumber Co.
Makes Rollins Owner
SITE FOR

WEEK-ENDS

Shell Island, a jungle retreat in
the Wekiwa River, used as a weekend camping site by the students
of Rollins College for the past ten
yeai's, is now the property of the
college.
President Hamilton Holt announced today that a deed of ownership has been given the college
by the Wilson Cypress Company
of Palatka and Jacksonville. C.
Rust Macpherson, thegeneral manager of the company, is the father
of Suzanne Rust Macpherson, a
student at Rollins this year, and
Louise Macpherson Deming, w h o
was graduated from Rollins last
year.
The island, which is situated
three miles down the river from
Wekiwa Springs, received its name
from the number of Indian shell
mounds found on its surXace. A
cabin on the Island was built by
the Wilson Cypress Company in
1923 to be used as a base for logging operations. After completing
operations in that vicinity, t h e
cabin was abandoned by the company, and a short time later Rollins College was given permission
to use the cabin and the island for
week-end camping trips.
Under the guidance of Fleetwood D. Peeples, director of

Phi Delts Entertain Florida Chapter
With Dance and Weekend of Sports
There was romance in the air
last Saturday evening at the Robinson Crusoe island of Phi Delta
Theta's annual all-college dance.
It was dark, too, and seemingly
the
Mediterranean
atmosphere
created by such a dance had taken
its toll.
Picture yourself in the shoes of
two of the couples present taking
advantage of such a settitng.
Feeling the need of air and quiet
conversation, these four ventured
into the still of the night outside
tthe club. One car, light tan and
well known to most Rollins students, seemed the ideal resting spot.
All was well for the two couples
until at the close of the dance, our
prexy. Dr. Hamilton Holt, began
looking for said light tan car.
Such an embarrassing situation
was only one of many that helped
add fun and frolic to last weekend's all-college dance. With music
furnished by Gainesville's Floridians, the setting decorated to depict a far-off island in the Mediterranean and the dancers dressed
in colorful and unique fashion, the
latest of Phi Delt dances proved to
be one of the best in years.
The all-college dance was the feature event of the first annual gettogether week-end between the Phi
Delt chapters of Eollins College
and the University of Florida.
A touch football game, tennis
and golf matches were played for a
trophy donated by Orlando alumni
of Phi Delta Theta. The visiting
brothers from Florida, numbering
over 30, won the golf and tennis,
thereby winning the perpetual
trophy for the first year.

accounted for its first touchdown
on the initial play after the opening kick-off. Don Cetrulo passed
to Lou Bethea for a total gain of
60 yards and the score.
Rollins scored again later in the
five yard pass from Bob Davis.
Davis kicked the extra point.
Two long passes accounted for
the visitors' score late in the second half.
Bob Davis won the only match
in tennis as the invaders beat the
local Phi Delts Z-1. Jack Hall, substituting for Babe Casparis, lost his
match in three sets. John Lonsdale and Bill Twitchell, substituting for Morrie Casparis and Gerard
Kirby, lost their doubles match in
two sets.
The visting golf team proved too
much for Rollins forces as the
four-man club all shot under 77.
Two of the visitors shot only one
and two over par. Monte Shoenthaler, Bob Cutheli and Bob Kurvin represented tbe local chapter.
After dinner, Sunday, a joint
meeting was held by the two chapters, during which a preview of
the practically completed all-college movie, taken by John Lonsdale, was presented. It was announced that the Rollins chapter
will visit Florida next year for the
second annual week-end.

Rollins Phi Delt chapter won the
touch football game by the score
of 13-7, the visitinig Phi Delts scoring the first point over the intramui'al champs this year. Rollins

Among the chaperones present
at the d a n c e Saturday evening
were the following: Dean Enyart,
Miss Enyart, Mrs. Lester, Mr. and
Mrs. Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Bradley,
Dr. Holt, Mr. and Mrs. Kinsler
and Mrs. Enwright.
During intermission, the Warbling Waiters sang four numbers
after being led onto the floor in a
row boat towed behind a minature
automobile.
The prize for the best-dressed
couple was awarded to Mr. and
Mrs. Bedlam, costumed as Groucho
Marx and the 1900 hoop-skirted
debutante. Dick and Bob Beldon
acted as Mr. and Mrs. Bedlam.

aquatic sports, more than 1200 Rollins students have enjoyed the
privileges of this jungle retreat
during the past ten years. In connection with the use of the island
as a camp site,, the college rented
a boat house at Wekiwa Springs
for the storage of several canoes
and other equipment necessary for
transporting and sustaining small
groups of students on trips to the
Island. Groups of men alternated
with groups of women students in
m.aking use of the camp on weekend trips.

As the week-end
the students for recreation a n d
study purposes have been highly
popular diversions. President Holt
has announced that efforts will be
made soon to secure funds from
interested friends for the purpose
of impi'oving the camping facilities.
In order to repair the c a b i n
structure, install wooden floors, repair the dock and the canoes and
initiate other improvements, it is
estimated that about $200 will be
needed.

The scheduled basketball and diamond ball encounters were cancelled because of lack of time.

A group of students in the art
seipinar class under the instruction of Hugh McKean, last Tuesday
picked the Pontiac car as being the
best designed car on the market.
They chose the Pontiac, t h e y
said, because of the gracefulness
and simplicity of the lines. All
lines on the car gave the effect of
a! highly streamlined machine moving with great speed. The model
which particularly appealed to the
group was the convertible sedan;
however they picked the four-door
sedan for its utility and conveniOf the low-priced cars the men
preferred the standard model of the
Ford.
The group included Matt Ely,
Chet Siems, B r u c e Edmands,
Joe Hanna and Richard Wesson.
is regaining its balance, although
it is still in the hands of the relievers.
CHARLOTTE GREGG,
President.

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

Andy's Garage

...real pleasure...carefree pleasure!
You enjoy it in Chesterfield's refreshing mildness and better t a s t e . . . that
"extra something" that makes you
stick to Chesterfields.

Church Street
Day Phone 76
Nite Phone 319WX

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business ;
Winter Park, Phone 413

Chesterfield and Andre
Kostelanetz.,, they bring
more pleasure to millions

a home toira i
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

Chesterfields are made of the world's best
cigarette ingredients... mild ripe
tobaccos...
home-grown and aromatic Turkish... and pure
cigarette paper. When you light a Chesterfield
you're smoking the cigarette that Satisfies.

L^hesterfieldi

will give you MORE PLEASURE
than any cigarette you ever smoked
Copytighc 1938. LiccETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

